3.2.5 ISSUANCE OF COE VERIFICATION REPORT TO THE CONTINGENT

Self-Sustainment

LIST OF ISSUE PAPERS
Morocco issue paper #2 and Morocco issue paper #10

FOCAL POINTS
Morocco

SUMMARY OF PROPOSAL
UNHQ has established quarterly inspections and reports which result in reimbursement to member states. This proposal replaces ‘periodic inspections’ to define quarterly inspections. In addition, it highlights the importance of the provision of Verification Reports to the Contingent Commander.

PROPOSED TEXT FOR 2023 COE MANUAL
Under Chapter 3, Section VI the following para will be inserted between A Arrival Inspection and B Operational Readiness inspection. This paragraph will replace Sub-para 15 (b) under D “Other inspection and reporting”.

Quarterly Inspections

Inspections are conducted on a quarterly basis to access the status of Major Equipment and Self-Sustainment categories. An inspection report, i.e. a quarterly verification report, is prepared by the United Nations inspection team after each inspection of a unit. The report describes the result of the inspection. The report is examined together with the unit and signed by the contingent representative. If a unit has to fully or partially redeploy within a mission area, the next quarterly inspection in the new location will be carried out on a date to be jointly determined by the mission and the unit authorities. The Quarterly Verification Reports are the basis for processing reimbursement for Major Equipment and Self Sustainment to the Member States.

The mission will share the results of the verification inspections and verification reports with the contingent commanders in a timely manner.

Note: The Secretariat to make sure para numbering is changed as needed and that these changes are reflected in other areas in the manual where periodic reporting is mentioned.

☐ Still under discussion
☒ Agreed by the sub-working group on 17/01/2023
☒ AGREED BY WORKING GROUP ON [18/01/2023]